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Abstract. Traditional centralized approaches to security are difficult to apply to
large, distributed, multi-agent systems. Developing a notion of trust that is based
on thereputationof agents can provide a softer notion of security that is suffi-
cient for many MAS applications. However, designing a reliable and “trustwor-
thy” reputation mechanism is not a trivial problem. In this paper, we address the
issue of incentive-compatibility, i.e. why should agents report reputation infor-
mation and why should they report it truthfully. By introducing a side-payment
scheme organized through a set of broker agents we make it rational for software
agents to truthfully share the reputation information theyhave acquired in their
past experience. The theoretical results obtained were verified by a simple simu-
lation. We conclude by making an analysis of the robustness of the system in the
presence of an increasing percentage of lying agents.
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1 Introduction

Software agents are a new and promising paradigm for open, distributed information
systems. However, besides the many practical solutions this new paradigm provides,
it also brings along a whole new set of unsolved questions. One of the issues that has
attracted a lot of attention lately is security. Traditional, centralized approaches of se-
curity do no longer cope with the challenges arising from an open environment with
distributed ownership in which agents inter-operate. [7],[4], [5]

We focus in particular on the problem of trust, i.e. decidingwhether another agent
encountered in the network can be trusted, for example in a business transaction. In
closed environments, trust is usually managed by authentication schemes that define
what agents are to be trusted for a particular transaction. In an open environment, fixed
classifications must be replaced by dynamic decisions. One important factor in such
decisions is an agent’sreputation, defined as information about its past behavior.

The most reliable reputation information can be derived from an agent’s own ex-
perience. However, much more data becomes available when reputation information
is shared among an agent community. Such mechanisms have been proposed and also
practically implemented. The various rating services on the internet are examples of
such mechanisms.



It is however not at all clear that it is in the best interest ofan agent to truthfully
report reputation information:

– by reporting any reputation information, it provides a competitive advantage to
others, so it is not in its interest to report anything at all.

– by reporting positive ratings, the agent slightly decreases its own reputation with
respect to the average of other agents, so it is a disadvantage to report them truth-
fully.

– by reporting fake negative ratings, the agent can increase its own reputation with
respect to others, so it is an advantage to report them falsely.

Thus, it is interesting to consider how to make a reputation mechanismincentive-
compatible, i.e. how to ensure that it is in the best interest of a rational agent to actually
report reputation information truthfully. This is the problem we address in this research.

2 An Example of an Incentive-Compatible Mechanism

As the first step in our research, we have constructed an example of a reputation sharing
mechanism that is indeed incentive-compatible, thus showing that such a mechanism is
possible. From the considerations given above, it is clear that an incentive-compatible
mechanism should introduce side payments that make it rational for agents to truthfully
share reputation information. In our mechanism, these sidepayments are organized
through a set of broker agents, called R-agents, that buy andsell reputation information.
We assume that no other side payments occur between any agents in the system.

As a first step, we show a mechanism which is incentive-compatible for a certain
scenario under the condition that all other agents behave rationally, i.e. also report the
truth. The problem of initialization is not studied for now,but rather, once that the
system started, and assuming that in the system there is a majority of agents reporting
the truth, we focus on a mechanism that also makes it in the best interest of agents to
share information truthfully.

The scenario is the following. We assume we haven agents:ai for i = 1 . . .N , that
interact pairwise in an iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma environment. In each round, two
agents together investI units of money in an idealized business that pays off(I) units
with certainty, wheref is some function. The agents can cooperate, and each invest an
equal amount of money(I/2), or can cheat and not invest anything. At the end of each
round the benefits are split equally between the two partners, whether they have cheated
or not. Each agent will cooperate with probabilitypi, or defect with probability1- pi.

Each agent can buy reputation information about another agent from an R-agent at
a costF, and later sell reputation information to any R-agent at a priceC. Reputation is
represented as a single real number in the interval[0.0, 1.0]. Agents report either 0 for
a defection or 1 for cooperation, and the reputationri of an agentai is computed as the
mean of all the reports about that agent:

ri =

∑k

j=1 reportj

N
(1)



wherereportj , j = 1 . . . k are thek reports that have been filed for agentai and
can take the values 0 or 1.

In our scenario, agents systematically buy reputation information before engaging
in business with another agent. Agents are only allowed to sell a report for an agent
when they have previously bought reputation information for that agent.

To make the reputation mechanism incentive-compatible,wethen have the following
conditions:

1. Agents that behave as good citizens, i.e. report truthfully the result of every inter-
action with another agent, should not loose any money:
E[F] ≤ E[C|truthful report]

2. Agents that report reputation incorrectly should gradually loose their money:
E[F] ≥ E[C|false report]

To satisfy these conditions, we propose the following mechanism. The basic idea
is that R-agents will only pay for reports if they match the next report filed by another
agent. In order to prove the rationale behind this rule, suppose that we consider the
reputation of agentai and let us compute the probabilities for the following events:

– agentai cooperates in two consecutive rounds:p2
i

– agentai defects two consecutive rounds:(1 − pi)
2

– agentai cooperates then defects:pi(1 − pi)
– agentai defects then cooperates:pi(1 − pi)

The probability that agentai behaves the same way in consecutive rounds is thus:

(1 − pi)
2 + p2

i = 1 − 2pi + 2p2
i which is bounded by[0.5, 1].

On the other hand, the probability that agentai will change its behavior in two
consecutive rounds is:

2pi(1 − pi) which is bounded by[0, 0.5].

Assuming that the other agents will report the truth, and that ai will behave the
same way on the next interaction, the optimal strategy for anagent is to report behavior
truthfully, since this means it will be paid with probability of at least 0.5.

The remaining question is how much agents should be paid. Forthis, we need to
consider that agents can only file a report if they actually did business with the agent, i.e.
if they trusted the agent. Before each business begins, agents assess the trustworthiness
of their partner. The business is done only if both partners agree.

The expected payoff an agent receives for a report on anotheragentai can be com-
puted by analyzing the following situations:

a) the reputation ofai is too low, which means that no business will be conducted and
no report can be sold. In this case, the payoff is 0;

b) business is conducted, but the partner agent changes its behavior in the next round.
Therefore, the agent’s reporting will be considered as false. In this case, the payoff
is also 0;

c) business is conducted and the partner agent behaves in thesame way in the next
round. The payoff isC in this case;



Therefore:

E[payoff] = 0 · Pr(case a) + 0 · Pr(case b) + C · Pr(case c)

We assume that an agent trusts agentai, and thus enters into business withai,
whenever it expects it to yield a profit. Thereforeq, the probability that an agent will
trust another agent, is given asq = Prob(Out > 0), whereOut is the expected out-
come of the business.

Out =
1

2

[

(1 − pi) · f

(

I

2

)

+ pi · f(I)

]

−
I

2
. (2)

wheref(I) is the business payoff function forI units invested. Assuming a monotone
increasing functionf , the conditionOut > 0 is equivalent topi > θ, whereθ is some
constant that depends only on the business payoff functionf . Therefore,q = Pr(pi > θ).

The probability of conducting business is equal to the probability that both agents
trust one another. Therefore:

Pr(case a) = (1-q2);
Pr(case b) =2q2pj(1 − pj);
Pr(case c) =q2(1 − 2pj + 2p2

j);

for differentpj . Because agents are selected randomly with uniform probability to
play the game, we can compute the mean value for the payoff:

E[payoff] = C ·

∑N

j=1 q2(1 − 2pj + 2p2
j)

N
(3)

There is a unique value for the priceF of reputation information that would make
the entire mechanism self-sustaining (i.e. R-agents neither loose nor win any money).
The price of reputation informationF :

F = E[payoff] (4)

However, in a practical implementation we can compute it simply as the moving
average of the observed payoffs which must converge to an equilibrium value given by
equation 4.

3 Testing Scenario

In this environment we propose the introducing of specialized “review agents” (R-agents)
(the equivalent of professional survey companies) which are not allowed to play the
game, but which have as a goal to obtain and sell information about the reputation of
business agents. In the environment we will have several such agents, so that there is
competition between them. One business agent will buy reputation information from
one R-agent, but might get paid by all the R-agents. Therefore, we will divide the pay-
off C an agent receives for reporting correct reputation by the number of R-agents in the
system, and agents will sell reputation information to all R-agents In our present work
the fact that there are more R-agents makes no difference. Business agents randomly



select the R-agent from which they will buy reputation. However, in future work we
will also implement a direct interaction derived reputation model of R-agents. Business
agents will be able to develop preferences for R-agents thatcorrectly provide reputation
information. Another reason for the presence of more R-agents in the environment is
system robustness.

We used a linear business payoff function in our experiments: f(I) = x · I, where
x is a coefficient greater than 1. By tuningx we modify the trading particularities of
the environment: a small value forx corresponds to harsh trading environment where
it is very important to trust your partner, while a big value for x would correspond
to a friendly trading environment, where positive payoff ismore probable, regardless
of the partner’s cooperation. An average value forx would correspond to a trading
environment where agents make the decision of whether or notto conduct business
with their partners by evaluating the inequalitypi > θ = 0.5. By replacing this in
equation 2, to obtain the correspondingθ = 0.5, we need to setx = 1.33.

The expected payoff for filing reputation reports would depend on the probabilities
pi of all the agents. The fact that these probabilities are unknown can be solved by using
for the priceF of buying reputation information the moving average of the payoffs ob-
tained by the agents for selling reputation reports. The priceF converges to the unique
solution of the equation 4.

4 Experiments

The simulation of the above described environment shows encouraging results. We have
used ten thousand business agents in our environment, and ten R-agents. The first test
was to see whether the trust model implemented can help the trading between agents.
Figure 1 shows the average wealth of cooperating and cheating agents. As it can be
seen, the mechanisms implemented help cooperative agents to successfully detect and
isolate cheating agents.
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Fig. 1.Average wealth of cooperative and cheating agents.



For our next experiment, we tried to see if agents have an incentive to use the repu-
tation information in their business. For that, we introduced in our society a percent of
“lonely” agents that do not use the trust model. Figure 2 plots the average wealth of the
“social” agents, who use the trust model, and the average wealth of the “lonely” agents
against the number of rounds. Results show that social agents are better off than lonely
agents.
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Fig. 2.Evolution of average wealth for lonely and social agents.

Finally, we were interested to see if agents have the incentive to report true reputa-
tion. For that, we introduced in our environment 1% of “lying” agents, i.e. agents that
do not report the truth when they are asked. Figure 3 plots theevolution of the average
wealth for truthful and lying agents. A more detailed analysis of the system’s behavior
in the presence of lying agents is presented in the followingsection.

These results allow us to believe that our model can be successfully used for provid-
ing the agents with the incentive to report true reputation information. In future work
we will try to improve this model and find the combination of parameters that yields
the best results.

5 Analysis of Mechanism Robustness in the Presence of Lying
Agents

In Figure 3 we have seen satisfying results for the presence of 1% lying business agents
in the system. In this section we will analyze the system’s behavior as this percentage
increases.

We will assume consistently lying agents (i.e. agents that lie all the time) adopting
only one of the following three different strategies:

a) lying agents report the opposite of the observed behaviorof the partner;
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Fig. 3.Evolution of average wealth for truthful and lying agents (1%)

b) lying agents always report negative reputation for theirpartner;
c) lying agents give random reports for their partners. All lying agents lie according

to the same strategy, and they do not change their strategy during the lifetime of the
system.

All lying agents lie according to the same strategy, and theydo not change their
strategy during the lifetime of the system.

Let us denote by:

pi the real reputation of agentai (i.e. the number of times the agent cooperated divided
by the total number of interactions the agent had, aka. cooperation level of the
agent);

pt
i the perceived reputation of the agentai as known at time instancet by R-agents.t

has the meaning ofnumber of proposed businesses;
q the real percent of cooperative agents (i.e. the percent of agents whose cooperation

levelpi is greater than a thresholdθ);
qt the percent of perceived cooperative agents (i.e. the percent of agents whose per-

ceived reputationpt
i is greater than a thresholdθ);

α the percent of lying agents.

Assuming thatp0
i = 1 (i.e. agents are initially considered trustworthy), the evolution

of pt
i in each of the three lying strategies enumerated above is given by the following

equations:

pt+1
i =











(1 − α)
pt

i
t+pi

t+1 + α
pt

i
t+(1−pi)

t+1 =
pt

i
t+(pi−2piα+α)

t+1 for case (a)

(1 − α)
pt

i
t+pi

t+1 + α
pt

i
t+0

t+1 =
pt

i
t+(pi−piα)

t+1 for case (b)

(1 − α)
pt

i
t+pi

t+1 + α
pt

i
t+0.5
t+1 =

pt

i
t+(pi−piα+0.5α)

t+1 for case (c)

(5)

The convergence value ofpt
i whent approaches∞ depends only on the true co-

operation level of that agent,pi, and on the percent of lying agents,α. The equations



above also show the impact different lying behaviors have onthe perceived reputation
of the agents within the system.

In the first case, as the value ofα increases from 0 to 0.5, the perceived reputa-
tion pt

i is biased towards the value 0.5. Cooperative agents will have a slightly lower
reputation, while defective agents will have a slightly better reputation. Forα = 0.5,
the reputation information becomes completely useless because all agents will have a
perceived reputation of 0.5. Moreover, asα grows bigger than 0.5, reputation informa-
tion is misleading since defective agents are perceived as cooperative and cooperative
agents are perceived as defective.

In the second case, as the value ofα increases, the perceived reputationpt
i of all

agents converges to 0. The advantage over the previous case is that cooperative agents
will always have higher perceived reputation than defective agents.

In the third case, as the value ofα increases, the values for perceived reputation
approach the value 0.5. However, cooperative agents will always have perceived rep-
utation higher than 0.5, while defective agents will alwayshave perceived reputation
lower than 0.5. In this case the system will be able to build the most accurate reputation
information since the error|pt

i − pi| has the smallest increase with the increase ofα.
The effect of the error introduced by lying agents in the perceived reputation of the

business agents is reflected in the average increase of the wealth of the agents. Since on
the average the reputation payments sum to zero (i.e. overall, the amount of money paid
for retrieving reputation information is equal to the totalamount of money received
for filing reputation reports) we will consider only the wealth increase resulted from
business between two agents.

Let us consider two agentsai andaj having the opportunity to do business. The
probability that business is conducted,Pr(business), is:

Pr(business) = Pr(pt
i > θ) · Pr(pt

j > θ) ≈ q2
t

The expected payoff of this particular business opportunity is:

E[payoff] = q2
t

(x − 1)I

2
(pi + pj) (6)

wheref(I) = x · I is the business payoff function,I is the proposed investment
andpi andpj are the cooperation levels of the two agents. Because agentsare chosen
randomly, we can compute an average expected payoff as:

E[payoff] = q2
∞

· (x − 1) · I · p (7)

wherep is the average real cooperation level of the agents who are perceived as
cooperative,I is the average investment, andq∞ = limt→∞ qt. Therefore, the average
wealth increase for one business round will be:

AvWealthInc =
E[payoff]

N
(8)

whereN is the total number of agents in the system. TheAvWealthInc is always
positive, and is affected by the presence of lying agents only through the values ofq∞
andp. Knowing the distribution of the values ofpi, and considering the equations in 5,



6, 7 and 8, we can determine the theoretical dependence ofAvWealthInc onα. Figure
4 plots the theoretical dependence against the observed values in the simulation.
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Fig. 4. Average Wealth Increase depending on the percent of lying agents

6 Related Work

In [7] the authors present a definition of trust by identifying its constructs:trust-related
behavior, trusting intentions, trusting beliefs, institution-based trustanddisposition to
trust. On the other hand, the Social Auditor Model, presented in [6], accounts for the
process humans undergo when taking trusting decisions. Combining the two, a frame-
work is obtained in which different trust and reputation models can be compared and
classified. In the present paper, we present a simple trust model within this framework
that uses only thetrusting beliefsconstruct (the extent to which one believes that the
other person has characteristics beneficial to one) from thedefinition in [7] under the
name of reputation, and a simple decision process in which agents can take binary de-
cisions (yes or no) about whether to interact or not with other agents. For simplicity,
we also combined the four different aspects of reputation (competence, benevolence,
integrity and predictability) into one number.

Mui et al. [8] present an extensive reputation typology classified by the means of
collecting the reputation information. As stated before, we employ only two categories



from the typology in our trust model: the direct interaction-derived reputation and the
propagated (from other agents) indirect reputation.

There are a number of systems that implement trust mechanisms based only on di-
rect interaction-derived reputation: [1], [2], [6], [10],[3]. However, all these systems
deal with an environment with a relatively small number of agents where direct reputa-
tion can be build. These models will not work in a very large environment because the
time necessary for building direct reputation would be too large.

[9] proposes a solution that takes into consideration the reputation information re-
ported by other agents. However, this solution we believe isnot realistic because it does
not provide any incentive for the agents to report the reputation information. Besides,
each agent has to implement a rather complicated mechanism for judging the informa-
tion it has received from its peers.

7 Conclusion

In our work, we built a successful trust model in an environment where a big number
of trading agents conduct business. We have done so by using areputation-based trust
model in which both direct interaction-derived reputationand propagated indirect repu-
tation is used. Special care was dedicated to the problem of incentive compatibility. By
introducing a mechanism of payments, and a separation of goals through two kind of
agents (business and review agents) we have shown that it is possible to make it in the
best interest of the agents to share reputation informationand to share it truthfully.
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